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      "This is one of the best books on media and politics in print and is strongly recommended to all audiences."




  
          R.E. Dewhirst




              


    
      



 


 
      "Exoo has written an exceptionally thoughtful contribution to the politics and media literature.  This is one of the best books on media and politics in print and is strongly recommended to all audiences."




  
          R.E. Dewhirst




              


    
      



 


 
      An indepth analysis of the war in Afghanistan and Iraq from the media's viewpoint and its impact on society.




  
          Miss Frances Jackson




              


    
      



 


 
      A well written and laid out text that gives the insight into how the media/journalists report terrorism. This is important as it is through imedia reporting people get their understanding of terrorism.




  
          Dr David Lowe




              


    
      



 


 
      book lacked objectivity; it seemed impossible to use this in a course unless you agreed with the author or constantly had to explain why you disagreed. Possibly it could be used as a supplemental text, but it was too single-issue to be used that way for my course.




  
          Dr Dorothy Schulz




              


    
      



 


 
      The language of conflict: The War on Terror, counter-insurgency, WMDs, embedded correspondents,

IEDs. Anyone who has tuned in to broadcast news or read newspapers in the past 10 years will be familiar with the terms which help shape our opinions. But what is the truth? In a shade over 200 pages Exoo's The Pen and the Sword helps shed a little light on our understanding of war reporting in the 21st century.




  
          Mr David Penman




              


    
      



 


 
      This book offers a good insight into the role of the media during an era of heightened awareness of terrorism. The way it combines the reporting of war and its political undercurrents is a strength.




  
          Mr Malcolm Bradbrook
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    SAGE Knowledge is the premier social sciences platform for SAGE and CQ Press book, reference and video content.

The platform allows researchers to cross-search and seamlessly access a wide breadth of must-have SAGE book and reference content from one source.
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